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SESSION PROPOSAL 28
RETHINKING THE INCLUSION OF RESEARCH BIOPSIES IN THE DESIGN OF CLINICAL TRIALS
Laura A Levit, Center for Research and Analytics, American Society of Clinical Oncology

Description of Session:
In contrast to clinical biopsies where tissue is collected to inform patient care, research biopsies are performed for
scientific purposes that potentially enhance understanding of the biological basis of cancer and drug action, thereby
improving diagnosis and treatment, but often offer no direct benefit to participants and have known risks. The
widespread use of research biopsies that do not have the potential to directly benefit participants has come under
scrutiny with critics raising ethical concerns related to the adequacy of participant protections, informed consent, and
participant understanding of the risks and benefits, as well as the real and perceived scientific impact of research
biopsies on drug development and treatment.
The American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) developed an ethical framework for incorporation of research
biopsies in trials in 2019. It provides guidance on how to weigh the risks, benefits, and acceptability of research
biopsies in different contexts. Since then, many other organizations have also started examining the ethics of research
biopsies, including Public Responsibility in Medicine and Research (PRIM&R), Secretary’s Advisory Committee on
Human Research Protections (SACHRP), and Friends of Cancer Research.
The need to rethink the inclusion of research biopsies in clinical trials will be explored through 90-minutes of invited
talks and a panel discussion. The session will provide an overview of the clinical, research, and ethical questions
surrounding research biopsies; review ASCO’s ethical framework for the incorporation of research biopsies in trials;
and discuss practical, statistical, and patient considerations around the inclusion of research biopsies in the design of
future trials.
Elizabeth Garrett-Mayer, PhD, a biostatistician, will moderate and chair the session.
R. Donald Harvey, PharmD, BCOP, FCCP, FHOPA, a clinical pharmacologist, will open the session with a
presentation titled: “The Translational Promise of Biopsies for Cancer Research.” He will review the scientific
rationale to perform biopsies, evidence supporting their conduct, and prevalence and trends of use. (10-minute
presentation)
Mark Ratain, MD, a medical oncologist and phase I trialist, will then present on the “Ethical and Scientific Concerns
with the Inclusion of Research Biopsies.” He will provide data on the limitations to the scientific justification for
including research biopsies in trials, the risk to research participants, the lack of incremental knowledge gained
through exploratory analyses, and concerns about the informed consent process and the potential for therapeutic
misconception. (10-minute presentation)
Julie Kaneshiro, MS, the Deputy Director of the Office for Human Research Protections, will give a presentation
titled “Human Subject Protection Regulations application to research biopsies.” She will review the relevant
regulations that govern the inclusion of research biopsies in clinical trials and the informed consent process, as well as
review examples of allegations of noncompliance with the human subject research regulations related to research
biopsies. (10-minute presentation) (NOT CONFIRMED)
Laura Levit, JD, a lawyer within ASCO’s Center for Research and Analytics, will provide an overview of ASCO’s
work related to research biopsies in a presentation titled “An Ethical Framework for the Inclusion of Research
Biopsies in Oncology Clinical Trials.” She will review ASCO’s guidelines for both optional biopsies and those that
are a mandatory condition of enrollment of the study, as well as specific recommendations aimed at investigators and
research sites for improving the conduct of research biopsies. (10-minute presentation)
Alda L. Tam, MD, an Interventional radiologist, will provide a talk on “Best Practices in the Conduct of Research
Biopsies.” She will cover data on safety, potential complications, patient selection, and best practices to improve
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utility and minimize risks for patients when research biopsies are included in trials. (10-minute presentation)
Jane Perlmutter, PhD, MBA, a patient advocate, will provide the patient perspective on the inclusion of research
biopsies in a talk titled “The Patient Experience and the Need to Rethink the Inclusion of Research Biopsies in
Clinical Trials.” (10-minute presentation) (NOT CONFIRMED)
The session will conclude with a panel discussion for approximately 20 minutes.
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